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About This Game

Nothing is what it seems in Fabulous – Angela’s Fashion Fever! After being cheated on by her husband and losing her job,
Angela is on the verge of giving up on her dreams. That is, until she gets the surprise of a lifetime…Truly, famous fashion

queen, picks Angela to be one of seven finalists in the contest to take over her crown! Angela revels in a world of glamorous
parties, fancy hotels, and sneaky hookups with her celebrity crush. But beneath the glittering surface, Angela’s idol Truly is

hiding a bitter secret…

Enjoy other GameHouse original stories:

 Delicious - Emily's Hopes and Fears
Delicious - Emily's Home Sweet Home
 Delicious - Emily's New Beginning
Delicious - Emily's Honeymoon Cruise
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This game is in the full mening of the world a colony bulider. I can not over state this fact, there is only the single player
campaing to go through and most of that is you gussed it buliding up and maintaing your colony. Haveing said that this is a fun
game for all you world buliders out this and only for you, sorry to say this game is not for every buddy. In colsing, Fun but not
worth the 15$ price tage.. In my opinion the game has to much bugs to be playable, sure its a early access but when there are
more bugs then functions , it kills the game. Hope this will change later, but I dont recommend this game in this state of
development.. i scared for copyright strike. Presumably there are 2 characters in this pack but I only get to choose one of them
in my game.

$9 AUD for one reskin.

At least the skin stays selected between maps unlike the bloody D.A.R. skin I guess.. I've played this game for 45 minutes, and
that's when it got boring. For a $1 game, it's a waste of your dollar. It's just a rip off of Timberman, except this is an ore tower
with stone branches instead of a tree. You can get way better games than this for free. I recomend for you to not get this game
so you dont waste your time, and money like I did.. It's a nice change of pace to be in a little scrap yard instead of in charge of a
passenger train the only downside is that for a 1960's scrapyard there are no steam engines in various states of disassembly,
which is dissappointing since the route has places such as a boiler workshop hinting that there should be scrapped steam engines
you can move around.. I Tried to set up the controls! this and the interface was diabolical! this annoyed me so much I quit and
restarted!
Then the in game controls itself are terribly unresponsive!
All in all I had the game installed for about ten minutes before asking for a refund!

I Wish Steam would start putting a Made With Unity warning label on these products!

. This DLC has some of the better images available (in my opinion of course). The price seems fair for what you get.

Random comments:
"Elephant Herd" was not as hard as it looked.
All pros, no cons. It's hard to beat 3 bucks for a few good pictures!
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While I love the idea of a second Panzer General this game is a really confusing mix.

THE BAD
While graphics aren't important here, they feature useless "zoom in" where you see cartoonish guns shooting. After seeing it for
a few times it'll get old and annoying. Regretfully scenery almost totally obscures your units, leading to confusion and forgetting
where some of the stuff is. Even worse, the mechanics have nothing to do with ww2: artillery smashes anything that fights in
their range, anti air clears (super expensive) aircraft from the sky if they wonder into range. So the mechanics make you
carefully dance through the order of actions, but there's no fast save and fast load, which you'll need as it'll anger you that your
super expensive unit just got smashed by one of the countless enemy AA guns. After a couple of hours I started thinking if I
should return this for a refund. Maps are too large, there had to be annoying air drops and naval invasions and garbage
mechanics, but overall AI is stupid, has vastly more units than you and it's always a race against time to complete the objectives.
There are some badly designed and utterly boring scenes between missions, but you can skip them.
Controls are terrible. There's no undo. You'll often move a unit somewhere you don't want it. The pinnacle of stupidity was
when my howitzer moved in front of enemy fort because it tried to approach the target to bombard - this game needs a lot of
move or shoot options. Anti tank guns will crawl out of their trench and attack your tanks, even being successful at that. How
low can it go? May I please have more or shoot instead of lame 3D quasi real-time, who care, annoying animations?
AI is ultra-stupid, basically sitting on their place until you approach, then some attacks are triggered. AI has about 3 times as
many troops as you do.
Aircraft usually die in a single charge into enemy airspace.
Aircraft run out of fuel and crash (why would pilots land them on their own)

THE GOOD
There's a lot of customization options, you move your units from mission to mission (just like real PG) and sometimes the
missions look fun. It looks like a lot of gear was modeled.
There's "land to nearest airport" button for aircraft.
I only saw a bug once, where enemy recon vanished but was still occupying a hex.. It is a like a game that warms and cozies up
your 'set and setting', not a difficult game, however, I am amazed at what mininamalistic art, design, sound and game play could
do.. excellent game, honestly I can not stop playing it right away, I wish I could find more games like this one, it`s hard, tactical
and interesting, there is a lot of content in it. please support this developer so we can have something rare and good going on in
here.. Save the Dodos is a modern Lemmings game with dodos! Use the mouse to swap the terrain around and make sure all
your derpy dodos reach the exit safely without getting killed. The game has 100 levels to complete.

I'm quite impressed by the game! The terrain is divided in smaller squares. You use the mouse to swap the terrain both horizonal
and vertical. The levels get more challenging as you move on, but some levels have some clever loopholes that make them very
easy once you figured it out. You start with just the standard dodo, but as you move on you'll unlock different dodos that have
some unique ability compared to the original one. This can make a level extra easy or hard (depending on what youre trying to
do).

This game can get a bit bugged sometimes (frozen screen or multiple background sounds playing at once). But nothing a quick
restart can't fix! The Steam Overlay doesn't seem to be working either, which means no screenshots to share on Steam sadly..
Nice graphics. Gameplay seems solid-no bugs encountered (yet). Enemy spawning could be expanded into several different
ways. Maps are pretty large, especially Old Village. Subway map would be even more engaging if the train moved and went
around.

. one of my new favorite games. This game you go on quests. level up but as a toy.

pros
replay value 8/10

con
none so far. It's a good game but badly optimized for low-end laptops with small ram and graphics. I personally like it and
recommend it, but be aware, if you have bad computer it will run on 10 fps.. good game but :
1- Public Servers to play
2- More weapons / maps / skins / sounds
3- Graphics are some bad :/
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4- There bug while aiming w/ knife ..
5- Movement are slow ..
thanks. Yep, it's very raw and unplayable product. Maybe for a flash game it would get away with it, but you have to pay for this
piece. Don't be fooled by all this nostalgic garbage, don't buy it.. Reallyy funny and cool
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